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BESTTRANSPORT NAMED TOP 100 LOGISTICS IT PROVIDER 

BY INBOUND LOGISTICS MAGAZINE 
   

Company’s Transportation Management Software Cited for Substantial Contribution in 
Controlling Freight Spend and Enhancing Customer Service 

 
 
April 12, 2016 – Columbus, OH – BestTransport™, a leading provider of cloud-based 
Transportation Management (TMS) solutions, today announced it has been named a Top 
100 Logistics IT Provider for 2016.  This award is made annually by Inbound Logistics 
Magazine, and the company’s inclusion in this elite list marks the ninth time 
BestTransport has received this honor. 
 
“To select our Top 100 Logistics IT Providers list for 2016, Inbound Logistics editors 
focused on candidates’ ability to optimize internal transport and logistics operations”, 
stated Felecia Stratton, Editor, Inbound Logistics. “On a more strategic level, editors 
looked at the degree to which the vendors’ solutions were able to have a transformational 
impact on outward-facing business activities and drive internal and external business 
process integration.”  
 
“BestTransport was selected because its solutions solve specific logistics challenges and 
improve processes, and create a ripple effect of efficiencies across the entire value chain. 
Inbound Logistics is proud to honor BestTransport for innovative solutions empowering 
logistics and supply chain excellence in 2016.”  
 
Said Alan Gold, CMO of BestTransport, “To be named to the Top 100 Logistics IT 
Providers again for 2016 validates our value proposition and the quick ROI we bring to 
our customers. BestTransport has significant experience supporting large, complex 
supply chains and offers customers of all sizes world-class cloud-based transportation 
management capabilities.” 
 



About BestTransport  
BestTransport is a leading provider of cloud-based Transportation Management Solutions 
(TMS) which enable manufacturers, distributors, suppliers and freight and parcel carriers 
to efficiently plan, execute and manage all aspects of their shipping transport operations. 
BestTransport’s TMS can reduce a company’s overall transportation spend, enable tighter 
cost management and expense avoidance, provides enhanced shipment visibility, 
benchmarking and facilitates collaboration between shippers and carriers. 
BestTransport’s customers move more than a billion dollars of freight to and from 
thousands of domestic and international locations using our TMS software as their 
backbone for shipping their goods to customers.  
 
BestTransport has leading shippers moving multi-modal freight on its network, including 
industry leaders Alcoa, Allegheny Technologies, Worthington Industries, Olin Brass and 
Groupe Saint-Gobain. More information is available at www.besttransport.com. 
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